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Introduction
Executive summary
• Over 15 years of industry and management consulting experience with a focus
on digital transformation, capability building, and organizational effectiveness
• Experience in innovative customer strategies and data & analytics for clients in
Consumer Markets, Technology and Communications industries
• Founded and led technology start-ups and managed a tech incubator

Richard Schweiger
Director
Digital Strategy, Consumer Markets
PwC Strategy&
richard.Schweiger@pwc.com

Relevant expertise
• Digital capability assessment, innovation strategies, data & analytics excellence
• Strategy development & implementation
• Operational excellence, with focus on operating model assessment and change
management
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Overview

Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Robotics are widely considered the
catalysts for future organizational growth and performance
Artificial intelligence

Robotics

AI is an umbrella term for “smart”
technologies that are aware of and can
learn from their environments to assist or
augment human decision making.

Robotics is the combination of engineering and
computer science to create, design, and
operate mechanical devices, i.e., robots.

In practice:

In practice:

machine learning

recommendation
engines

industrial
manufacturing

medical procedures

chatbots

image recognition

transportation
operations

product fulfillment
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Overview

Business leaders around the world are aligned on the importance of AI
and Robotics in their company and industry moving forward
of business leaders are making substantial investments in AI
right now

54%
63%

Of business leaders plan on making substantial investments in
robotics in the next three years

31%
72%
94%
1)
2)
3)

of business leaders plan on making substantial investments in AI
in the next three years

of business leaders believe AI will be the business advantage of
the future
CEOs that have adopted robotics say that it has increased
productivity in their business

2017 Global Digital IQ Survey, PwC (2,000 business and IT executives)
Bot.ME: A Revolutionary Partnership (survey of consumers and business decision-makers)
PwC CEO Pulse 2014 (140 CEOs around the world)
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Overview

AI is surging: mentions of AI in earning calls and M&A activities in AI
have grown exponentially in recent years
Companies mentioning
“Artificial Intelligence” in
their earnings call

Source: The Economist (link); Bloomberg; PitchBook

M&A Activities in Artificial Intelligence and
Machine Learning
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AI in Consumer Markets

The AI Continuum
Examples
Assisted intelligence
Humans and machines learn from each other and redefine
the breadth and depth of what they do together. The
human and the machine share the decision rights. The
most widely available intelligence type, it often improves
upon what people and organizations are already doing by
performing clearly-defined, rules-based repeatable tasks.

Augmented intelligence
Enhancing human ability to do the same tasks faster or
better. Humans still make some of the key decisions, but
AI executes the tasks on their behalf. The decision rights
are solely with humans. The intelligence emerging in
businesses today, it enables people and organizations to
do things they couldn’t otherwise do.

Autonomous intelligence
Adaptive/continuous systems that take over decision
making after the human decision maker starts trusting the
machine or becomes a liability for fast decisions or
transactions. The decision rights are ultimately with the
machine. The most powerful intelligence for the future, it
establishes machines that acton their own.

• GPS navigation program that offers directions to
drivers and adjusts to road conditions
• Incoming emails auto-sorting into labels/folders
based on content
• Robots and robotic processing automation (RPA)

• Programs that organize car pickups in ride-sharing
services
• Movie streaming services that offer suggestions
based on previous movies watched
• Machine learning and natural language processing

•
•
•
•

Self-driving cars
Bots that can diagnose and treat human patients
Facial recognition software
Conveyor belt that can sift through garbage and
separate out reusable and recyclable materials
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AI in Consumer Markets

PwC has identified the most impactful consumer markets use cases across
the value chain & indicated their likely time to adoption
Top use cases by value chain and time to adoption stage
1

1. Strategic scenario
simulation*

2 R&D &
Innovation

3 Purchasing &
Production

2. Product re-design
with usage data *
3. Virtual simulation
and training assemble
and maintenance *

5. Product
recommendation*
6. Dynamic
Pricing*

4. Trend-based
product innovation*

7. Product
Assortment
Optimization*

Long Term
(7+ yrs)

Med. Term
(3-7 yrs)

Near Term
(0-3 yrs)

Strategy &
business model

Types of AI

Time to Adoption Rationale
Time to adoption was determined based on conversations with
industry and AI experts, and accounts for drivers and inhibitors
of adoption such as:

Source: PwC Global AI Study

4 Supply Chain &
Logistics
8. Optimize supply chain

9. Inter-organizational
Supply Chain planning with
blockchain*

5 Marketing, sales, customer
service
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Enabling functions

10 Call center customer
Sentiment Evaluation*
11. Next best offer
recommendation assistance
12. Churn modelling

17. Fraud detection*
18. Smart home devices*
19. Compliance
monitoring
20. IT transformation

13. Automated customer
service and cross-selling*
14. Call center practice
monitoring*
15. AI-driven marketing
campaigns*
16. Automated ad placement
for human and machine buyers

21. AI enabled adaptive
games

Assisted Intelligence
Augmented Intelligence
Autonomous Intelligence

• Current maturity of AI technique;
nature of development challenges
• Barriers to data acquisition
• Regulatory barriers

• Physical implementation limitations
• Dependencies on other players
• Degree of damage if AI fails
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AI in Consumer Markets

Retail AI applications enable organizations to capture consumer data and
tailor offerings to drive demand
Top use cases by value chain and time to adoption stage
1

2 R&D &
Innovation

1. Lifestyle apps*

3 Purchasing &
Production
4. Demand
forecasting

2. VR product
demos
3. Facial recognition
for in-store
experience*

Long Term
(7+ yrs)

Med. Term
(3-7 yrs)

Near Term
(0-3 yrs)

Strategy &
business model

4 Supply Chain &
Logistics

5 Marketing, sales, customer

5. Automated Guided
Vehicle (AGV) order picking
and delivery*
6. Geo-target consumers

9. Social data mining*
10. Easy checkout*
11. Smart home devices

7. Out-of-shelf detection*

8. Self-learning AGV
system*
Types of AI

Time to Adoption Rationale
Time to adoption was determined based on conversations with
industry and AI experts, and accounts for drivers and inhibitors
of adoption such as:

Source: PwC Global AI Study

service
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Enabling functions

13 Attrition modeling

13. In-store movement
tracking
14. Emotion tracking
15. Virtual Training

12. Service Robots*

Assisted Intelligence
Augmented Intelligence
Autonomous Intelligence

• Current maturity of AI technique;
nature of development challenges
• Barriers to data acquisition
• Regulatory barriers

• Physical implementation limitations
• Dependencies on other players
• Degree of damage if AI fails
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AI in Consumer Markets

CPG AI applications enable organizations to develop more relevant
products
Top use cases by value chain and time to adoption stage
1

2 R&D &
Innovation

Long Term
(7+ yrs)

Med. Term
(3-7 yrs)

Near Term
(0-3 yrs)

Strategy &
business model

3 Purchasing &
Production

4 Supply Chain &
Logistics

4. Smart
Manufacturing Analytics
Platform
5. Dynamic order
scheduling *
1. Smart toys with
emotional intelligence
2. Custom Product
Creation*

7. Workflow
optimization*

5 Marketing, sales, customer
service

8. Consumer bio-feedback on
packaging and marketing
9. Personalized advertising

6

Enabling functions

10. Fraudulent Rating
Detection
11. Document Digitization
12. Regulatory
Compliance

6. Demand
Prediction and Inventory
Optimization *

3. Life companion*
Types of AI

Time
Time to
to Adoption
Adoption Rationale
Rationale

Time to adoption was determined based on conversations with
Time to adoption was determined based on conversations with
industry and AI experts, and accounts for drivers and inhibitors
industry and AI experts, and accounts for drivers and inhibitors
of adoption such as:
of adoption such as:

Source: PwC Global AI Study

Assisted Intelligence
Augmented Intelligence
Autonomous Intelligence

• Current maturity of AI technique;
• Current maturity of AI technique;
nature of development challenges
nature of development challenges
• Barriers to data acquisition
• Barriers to data acquisition
• Regulatory barriers
• Regulatory barriers

•
•
•
•
•
•

Physical implementation limitations
Physical implementation limitations
Dependencies on other players
Dependencies on other players
Degree of damage if AI fails
Degree of damage if AI fails
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Future of AI

Anticipated AI Applications
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Future of AI

Example of how AI & Robotics will disrupt the Power & Utilities industry
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Frameworks

The PwC Responsible AI Framework
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Frameworks

The adoption of AI demands a new way of thinking about technology,
business development and strategic execution
Strategy

Design

Development

Operating Model

Traditional approach

New approach

Technology for information
management

Technology that manages your business

Data as business intelligence

Data as your differentiating intellectual property

Deterministic approach

Directional (iterative) approach

User experience as an application
layer

User experience as the primary application feature

Decision making hard coded

Decision process learnt by software

Information retrieval as fact from
database

Information retrieval most probably correct answer

Linear technology development

Iterative technology and business model development

Business management teams specify,
technology team builds

Business subject matter experts integrated into technology
development teams

Steady state technology, punctuated
with upgrades

Dynamic adaptive models. Continuous test driven development

Technical risks dominated by system
downtime and errors

Technical risks include learned and unexpected behavior

Cyber attacks

Adversarial attacks
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Frameworks

Steps in Adopting Artificial Intelligence
1

2

Strategy

Develop an AI strategy
aligned with your overall
business strategy
-

-

Integrate AI into your
existing digital and analytics
plans
Decide which businesses to
disrupt and which to
enhance

3

Capability

4

Institutionalization

Governance

Develop an enterprisewide AI capability

Institutionalize your
portfolio of AI capabilities

Ensure appropriate
governance

-

Redesign products and
services to incorporate
machine learning

-

Embed AI throughout your
business processes

-

-

Use AI to upgrade your most
critical distinctive capabilities

-

Embrace cloud platforms
and specialized hardware

Establish clear policies with
respect to data privacy,
decision rights, and
transparency

-

Foster a decision-making
culture open to ideas from
AI support

-

Set up governance
structures to monitor
possible errors and
problems

-

Use automation to improve
your current decisions

-

Consider new business
models based on improved
productivity

-

Automate your existing
business processes or
develop new ones

-

-

Plan long-term investments
in autonomous intelligence

Set up communications
practices to explain AIrelated decisions

-

Recruit engineers and other
professionals who
understand AI

-

Consider the impact on
employment and invest in
developing the workforce
that AI will complement
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PwC Examples

PwC is already helping companies use AI and robotics to their advantage
Manufacturing conglomerate
•

Problem

•
•

How PwC
Helped

•
•

•

Impact and
Outcomes

•

The client’s 75 legal entities had
fragmented Finance & Accounts systems,
processes and 3rd party service providers
in different locations leading to varied
levels of productivity, efficiency and
control
PwC completed a detailed “as-is”
assessment of all F&A and Procurement
processes
Automation opportunities along the
process chain were identified
Designed future state processes based
on the application landscape
Designed and documented standardized
“To-Be” process maps, standard
operating procedures (SOP)
An FTE savings in the range of 40%-75%
identified across Intercompany
transactions, procure to pay, fixed assets
and record to report processes
Operating model redesign leveraging
automation and a reduced outsourced
headcount

Healthcare Insurer
•

Wanted to improve savings on claims that
are routed through an out-of-state
insurance provider by alleviating the labor
intensive aspects and avoiding
erroneously billed or filed claims

•

PwC developed a methodology based on
a machine learning algorithm to
segregate claims which were at a high
risk of containing errors
PwC also showcased the value potential
and identification of claims from a
universe which the client has traditionally
considered as a minimal risk

•

•

•

Algorithm helped the client achieve an
efficiency gain of over 90% (decreasing
the volume of claims by 90% and still
capturing approximately 90% of the initial
value)
This resulted in an ROI gain of ~350%

Fortune 500 Airline
•

Wanted to better utilize the data available
from aircraft onboard health monitoring
sensors, maintenance actions and other
data from maintenance IT systems to
better predict future maintenance relate
delays and identify proactive
maintenance tasks to drive cost savings

•

PwC performed an exploratory analysis to
identify potential indicators for
maintenance events
PwC leveraged their analytical expertise
to develop rare event models, using the
most promising identified indicators
PwC further developed a front-end and
back-end based field test tool to alert
analysts about potential delays and track
their prescriptive action

•
•

•

Pilot predicted 30% of the actual delays,
yielding potential net benefit of approx.
$2.4M
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Thank you.
This proposal has been prepared for general guidance
on matters of interest only, and does not constitute
professional advice. You should not act upon the
information contained in this publication without
obtaining specific professional advice. No
representation or warranty (express or implied) is given
as to the accuracy or completeness of the information
contained in this publication, and, to the extent
permitted by law, PricewaterhouseCoopers LLC, its
members, employees and agents do not accept or
assume any liability, responsibility or duty of care for
any consequences of you or anyone else acting, or
refraining to act, in reliance on the information
contained in this publication or for any decision based
on it.
© 2017 PricewaterhouseCoopers LLC. All rights
reserved. In this document, “PwC” refers to
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLC which is a member firm of
PricewaterhouseCoopers International Limited, each
member firm of which is a separate legal entity.
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Tax legislative update
Rochester Chapter of
Financial Executives
International
October 18, 2018
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Speakers
Matt Parrilli

Pat Capella

Tax Partner

Tax Manager
Phone

O: (585) 263-7235

Phone

M: (315) 415-7856

email

patrick.a.capella@pwc.com

M: (315) 247-3083
email

matthew.parrilli@pwc.com

Matt is Managing Partner and Tax Partner in the Rochester office of
PwC. In his 33 years with the firm, Matt has provided tax provision
compliance and consultation services for a wide range of multinational
corporations. Areas of significant experience include work with
midsize public and private organizations, analyzing tax accounting
consequences of acquisitions, dispositions, corporate reorganizations.
Matt also has experience in assisting companies with issues arising
during the transition from privately-held to publicly-traded status.

Pat is a Tax Manager at PwC in Rochester, New York, providing value
added tax services for a wide range of businesses and high net worth
individuals. Areas of experience include supporting both public and
privately owned U.S. and foreign based multinational companies
helping solve their tax accounting, compliance, and consulting issues.
Also, he has past experience serving as treasurer on a
nonprofit board.

Matt speaks frequently to various groups such as the Tax Executive
Institute. Also, he is on the boards of the United Way of Rochester and
the Al Sigl Foundation.

PwC | Tax reform readiness
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Agenda
•
•
•
•

Tax reform implementation
What it means for your business
Tax Reform 2.0
Q&A

PwC | Tax reform readiness
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US tax reform – key considerations
21% corporate income tax rate (reduced from 35%)
37% top individual income tax rate (reduced from 39.6%)
20% deduction (29.6% ETR) for certain pass-thru business income
100% expensing for investments in new and used property
No deduction for domestic production activities (section 199)
30% limitation on net business interest expense deductibility
80% limitation on NOL deduction with indefinite carryforward
Expansion of $1 million limitation on executive compensation
100% dividend exemption (territorial) tax system
One-time “toll charge” – 15.5% (cash) and 8% (other)
Incentive for US production for sale abroad (FDII)
Anti-base erosion measures (GILTI and BEAT)
$500,000 limitation on active pass-thru losses
3-year holding period requirement for “carried interest”
$10,000 cap on deduction for state and local taxes
Doubled estate tax exemption ($11.2 million in 2018)
PwC | Tax reform readiness
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General business tax reform provisions
Proposal

Final tax reform legislation (H.R.1, P.L. 115-97)

Prior Law

Corporate tax
rates/AMT

21% rate for taxable years beginning after 12/31/2017. A blended rate applies for
fiscal year taxpayers. Corporate AMT repealed. Prior year AMT credits refunded
over 2018-2021.

35% corporate rate and 20% corporate AMT

Cost recovery (full
expensing)

100% full expensing for investments in new and used property made after Sept. 27, 2017
and before January 1, 2023. Five-year phase down of full expensing beginning in 2023
(additional year for certain qualified property with longer production period). Excludes
property used by a regulated public utility, real property of a real property trade or
business electing out of the interest limitation (below), and a trade or business that has
had floor plan financing.

Recover investment over the investment’s applicable life
under MACRS or ADS

Business interest
expense

Limited to the sum of business interest income plus 30 percent of the adjusted taxable
income of the taxpayer for the taxable year. Adjusted taxable income is defined similar to
EBITDA for taxable years beginning after December 31, 2017 and before January 1, 2022,
and is defined similar to EBIT for taxable years beginning after December 31, 2021.
Would not apply to certain regulated public utilities and certain electric cooperatives, floor
plan financing interest, and at the taxpayer’s election certain real property trades or
businesses.

Deductible as incurred

Limitation applies to both related party and unrelated party debt.
Disallowed interest is allowed to be carried forward indefinitely.
Net operating losses

PwC | Tax reform readiness

Limited to 80% of income for losses arising in taxable years beginning after December 31,
2017; indefinite carryforward; no carryback for losses arising in taxable years ending after
December 31, 2017.

Drew Lyon
National
Economics
and
Statistics
Carryback up to 2 years
and
carryforward up to 20 years
Leader
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General business tax reform provisions
Proposal

Final tax reform legislation (H.R.1, P.L. 115-97)

Prior Law

Pass-through entities

Creates a 20% deduction for non-wage portion of pass-through income. (Given the 37%
top individual rate, this is effectively a top rate of 29.6%.) Deduction is limited to the
greater of 50% of business’s W-2 wages or 25% of business’s W-2 wages plus 2.5% of the
unadjusted basis, immediately after acquisition, of all qualified property held in the
qualified business for taxpayers with income over $315,000 (married) or $157,500
(individuals). The limitation is phased in over the next $100,000 (married) of taxable
income and $50,000(individuals).

Income is passed through to the owners to be taxed at the
individual rates

The deduction does not apply to specified services business income, except when income
of taxpayers married filing jointly does not exceed $315,000 or $157,500 for individuals.
The benefit of the deduction is phased out over the same limits as above.
The 20% deduction is allowed as a deduction reducing taxable income, but does not
reduce AGI for the purpose of income-based phase outs.
This provision is set to sunset after 2025.
Domestic production

Repeals Section 199 for taxable years beginning after 12/31/2017.

Deduction up to 9% of qualified income for items
manufactured, produced, grown, or extracted in US,
exception of 6% of qualified income for oil & gas
Drew Lyon
production.

R&D

Maintains R&D credit

Regular credit – 20% Economics

For tax years beginning after 12/31/2021, certain Section 174 R&E expenditures to be
capitalized and amortized over 5 years (15 years for expenditures outside the US).

and
Statistics
Permits the immediate
deduction
for research expenses
Leader
under Sec. 174

PwC | Tax reform readiness
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International business tax reform provisions
Proposal

Final tax reform legislation (H.R.1, P.L. 115-97)

Prior Law

International tax
regime

• ‘Territorial’ system
• 100% foreign dividend exemption

• ‘Worldwide’ system
• Foreign tax credits to mitigate double taxation

Repatriation ‘toll tax’

Previously untaxed foreign earnings:
• 15.5% cash & cash-equivalents
• 8.0% non-cash assets
• Payable over 8 years
• Proportional reduction in foreign tax credits attributable to previously untaxed
foreign earnings

Currently no provision.
Previously untaxed foreign earnings:
• 35% corporate rate when repatriated with
foreign tax credit

Anti-base erosion
regime (Subpart F)

Subpart F generally maintained; US shareholders of CFCs subject to current US tax on
“global intangible low-taxed income” (GILTI) with a 50% deduction. An 80% foreign tax
credit is permitted. The deduction is reduced to 37.5% for tax years beginning after
12/31/2025.

Subpart F anti-deferral regime includes CFC’s insurance
income, foreign base company income, among others
with foreign tax credit

Incentive for US
production for sale to
foreign customers

A 37.5% deduction is allowed for foreign-derived intangible income produced in the US.
The deduction is reduced to 21.875% for taxable years beginning after 12/31/2025.

Not provided

Anti-base erosion
regime (Inbounds)

New add-on minimum tax equal to the excess of (i) 10% of taxable income (5% in 2018
and 12.5% for tax years after 12/31/2025) generally determined without regard to amounts
paid or accrued to a foreign related party (other than COGS and certain services),
including amounts includible in the basis of a depreciable or amortizable asset; over (ii)
regular tax liability (determined after reduction by credits other than the R&D credit and
capped amounts of certain other general business credits). For tax years beginning after
12/31/2025, the regular tax is reduced by all credits (including GBC).

PwC | Tax reform readiness

Drew Lyon
National
Economics
and Statistics
Leader
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Individual tax reform provisions
Final tax reform legislation (H.R.1, P.L. 115-97) (Individual items generally
expire after 12/31/2025)

Prior Law

Individual rates/AMT

Seven rate brackets (10%, 12%, 22%, 24%, 32%, 35%, and 37%).
Increase the AMT exemption amounts and phase-out thresholds.

Seven rate brackets (10%, 15%, 25%, 28%, 33%, 35%, and
39.6%) and individual AMT

Capital gain/ Qualified
dividend rates
(Individuals)

Same as current law

Maximum 20% rate for long-term capital gains and
qualified dividends

Individual – standard
deduction

$12,000 for single filers/ $24,000 joint returns (adjusted for inflation based on chained
CPI). Chained CPI does not expire after 12/31/2025.

$6,500 for single filers/ $13,000 joint filers (2018)

Individual – itemized
deductions

No overall limitation on itemized deductions. Deduction for state and local sales, income
and property taxes is capped at $10,000.

Itemized deduction phase out begins at $320,000 for
joint filers and $266,700 for single filers (2018)

Estate Tax

Doubles exemption amounts

Maximum 40% rate for taxable estates exceeding $5.6
million (2018 indexed amount)

Carried
interest

Imposes a three-year holding period requirement for qualification as long-term capital
gain with respect to certain partnership interests received in connection with the
performance of services

Taxed at capital gains rates

ACA Individual
Mandate

Reduces the amount of the individual mandate payment to $0 beginning after December
31, 2018. This provision does not expire after 12/31/2025.

For tax year 2017, theNational
payment is 2.5% of a household’s
AGI or a flat rate of $695/adult
and $347.50/child, up to
Economics
a maximum of $2,085.
and Statistics

Proposal

Drew Lyon

Leader

PwC | Tax reform readiness
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US Policy & legislative update
What tax reform means for your business
• Shift or relocate manufacturing, distribution, and IP generating activities

Lower income
tax rates, domestic
incentives and
territorial taxation

• Evaluate the financial efficiency of global supply chains and
pricing approaches
• Move or domesticate headquarters functions or reconsider prior inversions
Potential
actions

• Make additional capital asset investments (due to new expensing rules)
• Engage in strategic M&A and divestiture activity to support a pro-growth agenda
• Adjust global capital, financing, and debt flows to minimize cost

could create a more favorable financial
environment in the United States

• Review global workforce planning strategies and the optimal location for talent
• Re-think incentive compensation and pension plan designs and benefits to align with new structures.

• Share buy-backs and/or increased dividends and returns to shareholders

Repatriation of revenue
located in foreign countries could yield
an influx of liquidity.

• Change strategy on leverage: lower levels of borrowing to the extent deductible
Potential
actions

• Pay down debt
• Raise investment in R&D, new products or services, and business innovations
• Invest in future proofing competitive operations: advanced analytics, connectivity, automation
• Accelerate inorganic growth strategy

PwC | Tax reform readiness
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US tax reform – Implementation

Financial reporting

Tax Regulations

Legislative Fixes

Tax Reform 2.o

State Conformity

Global Response

PwC | Tax reform readiness
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Guidance expectations
• Notices
- Treasury has issued three notices on the toll charge under Section 965 – Notices 2018-07, 2018-13, and 2018-26 –
plus Revenue Procedure 2018-17
- More notices are anticipated to be released on Section 965
- Treasury also has issued Notice 2018-28 on new Section 163(j) interest deduction limitations
• Regulations
- Proposed guidance on Sections 965 ‘toll charge,’ 168(k) bonus depreciation, 199A passthrough deduction, and 951A
‘GILTI’ issued in recent weeks
- Additional proposed regulations are anticipated before end of 2018
- Treasury’s goal is to complete final regulations by June 2019
• Technical Correction legislation
- Not anticipated until late 2018, if at all
• JCT ‘Blue Book’ is anticipated in late 2018

PwC | Tax reform readiness
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Official timeline for select guidance projects
Key provisions

Proposed guidance
release dates*

Rules relating to Section 965 transition tax

August 1, 2018

Guidance under Section 168(k) bonus depreciation

August 3, 2018

Guidance under Section 199A (computational)

August 8, 2018

Foreign tax credit guidance under new tax law

August 2018

Global intangible low-taxed income (GILTI)

September 2018

Section 250 regulations on deductions for foreign derived intangible income (FDII) and GILTI November 2018
Regulations related to recent modifications of Sections 951(b) and 958(b)

December 2018

Guidance under Section 199A (anti-abuse)

December 2018

Guidance under Section 199A (definitions)

December 2018

Rules regarding business interest limitation under Section 163(j)

December 2018

Source: Treasury Department and OMB Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs * Expected release dates in italics
PwC | Tax reform readiness
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Tax Reform 2.0

PwC | Tax reform readiness
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House tax reform 2.0 bill (H.R. 6760) would make permanent
more than 20 individual provisions set to sunset after 2025
Lower individual tax rates (top rate reduced from 39.6% to 37%)
New 20% deduction for pass-through business income

Increase in the standard deduction ($12K single filers / $24K joint filers)
$2,000 child tax credit / $500 non-child dependent credit

Increased individual alternative minimum tax (AMT) relief
Doubling of estate tax exemption ($11.2 million for married couples in 2018)

$10,000 cap on federal itemized deduction for state & local taxes
Disallowance for certain pass-through business losses

The Joint Committee on Taxation (JCT) staff estimates a reduction in federal
revenue by $630.9B over the 10 year budgeted period.

PwC | Tax reform readiness
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Other house tax reform 2.0 bills
• Retirement savings (H.R. 6757) H.R. 6756
- Repeal maximum age for traditional IRA contributions
- Provide exemption from required distribution rules for individuals with certain account balances
below $50,000 (indexed for inflation)

- Establish ‘universal savings accounts’
- Address issues related to certain multi-employer retirement savings programs
• Promote new business start-ups (H.R. 6756)
- Enable small businesses to deduct more of their ‘start up’ costs
- Preserve certain start-up NOLs and tax credits after an ownership change

PwC | Tax reform readiness
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Some tax reform provisions are ‘permanent’ but
others are temporary/subject to sunset

PwC | Tax reform readiness
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Questions…..

This publication has been prepared for general guidance on matters of interest only, and does not constitute professional advice. You should not act upon the
information contained in this publication without obtaining specific professional advice. No representation or warranty (express or implied) is given as to the
accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this publication, and, to the extent permitted by law, PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, its members,
employees and agents do not accept or assume any liability, responsibility or duty of care for any consequences of you or anyone else acting, or refraining to act,
in reliance on the information contained in this publication or for any decision based on it.
© 2018 PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP. All rights reserved. In this document, ‘PwC’ refers to PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP which is a member firm of
PricewaterhouseCoopers International Limited, each member firm of which is a separate legal entity.
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Section 199A
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New 199A – 20% deduction for domestic qualified
business income
• Individual taxpayer generally may deduct 20 percent of combined qualified business income from a partnership, S
corporation, or sole proprietorship
• In the case of a taxpayer who has qualified business income from a partnership or S corporation, the amount of the
deduction is limited to 50 percent of the W-2 wages of the taxpayer.
• W-2 wage limit does not apply for taxpayers with taxable income less than $157,500 (single)/$315,000
(married filing jointly). Above these thresholds, the W-2 wage limitation phases in over the next $50,000
(single)/$100,000 (joint) of income.
• Qualified income does not include:
- income from ‘specified services trades or businesses’ (performance services in the fields of health, law, accounting,
actuarial science, performing arts, consulting, financial services, athletics, investment management, and
brokerage services)
- S corp reasonable compensation and partnership guaranteed payments
- Investment-type income
• Qualified income includes: REIT dividends, cooperative dividends, and qualified publicly traded partnership income
includible in gross income (not subject to wage limitation)
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What is the deduction for
qualified business income?
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Qualified business income deduction
What is it?

• Section 199A provides many noncorporate taxpayers a 20% deduction for qualified business income
(QBI) from a trade or business operated directly or through a
pass-through entity.

• In effect, Section 199A reduces the top rate on qualifying income from 37% to 29.6%
(i.e., 80% of 37%).

• Example: taxpayer earns $100 of QBI and is entitled to deduct $20 under Section 199A; taxable
income of $80 is taxed at 37% for net tax of $29.60.
Who is eligible to take the deduction?

• Individuals, trusts, and estates with QBI, qualified REIT dividends, or qualified PTP income may
qualify for the deduction.
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Legislative goal of Section 199A
• Preserve the rate benefit for certain pass-throughs compared to C corporations that existed prior to
corporate tax reform
Pre-tax reform:
- C corporation earns $100; tax of 35% ($35) is paid at the corporate level; if the remaining $65 is
distributed to shareholders, it is taxed at 20% ($13). Total tax is $48.
- Partnership or S corporation earns $100; tax is paid by partner or shareholder--$39.60.
- The passthrough had a rate benefit of $8.40, i.e., 8.4%
Post-tax reform
- C corporation earns $100; tax of 21% ($21) is paid at the corporate level; if the remaining $79 is
distributed to shareholders, it is taxed at 20% ($15.8). Total tax is $36.80.
- Partnership or S corporation earns $100; assume section 199A deduction of 20% applies;
partner pays tax at 37% on $80--$29.60.
- The passthrough now has a rate benefit of $7.20, i.e., 7.2%
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Legislative limitations
• Revenue: the total cost of the Section 199A provision had to be limited in order to allow the tax
reform bill to pass the Senate under the budget reconciliation procedures.

- Other than the rate reductions, Section 199A was the most expensive tax reform provision for
individuals (estimated cost of $414.5B/10 years).
Revenue distribution: tax reform could not show the greatest benefit for top earners or shift the
tax burden significantly to lower-earning taxpayers.

• Result: complicated “guardrails” denying much of the benefit of Section 199A to certain highly paid,
highly skilled professionals

• Originally Section 199A provided a benefit only to businesses paying significant W-2 wages
• Later extended to businesses with significant investments in depreciable assets
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How is the Section 199A
deduction computed?
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Section 199A deduction computation
Deduction determined by:

• Lesser of-- 20% of combined qualified business income (QBI), OR
- 20% of taxable income over net capital gain
• Combined qualified business income means QBI from a qualified trade or business plus qualified
REIT dividends and qualified publicly traded partnership (PTP) income
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Section 199A deduction computation
Defined terms
• QBI:
- Includes: qualified items of income, gain, deduction, and loss of each qualified trade or
business that are:
› Effectively connected with the conduct of a trade or business in the United States
› Are “included or allowed in determining taxable income for the taxable year”
- Excludes: investment-type income, reasonable compensation, and guaranteed payments
to a partner
• Trade or business:
- Within the meaning of Section 162 (modified for rental or licensing activity)
• Qualified trade or business:
- Any trade or business that is not:
› a specified service trade or business (SSTB) (subject to taxable income limitations) or;
› the trade or business of performing services as an employee
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Section 199A deduction computation
• What is a trade or business?
• Various case-law and IRS guidance has faced the issue of defining a “trade or business” for purposes
of section 162
• Majority view - a trade or business exists when the business begins to function as a going concern
and performs those activities for which it was organized (See Richmond Television v. Comm’r, 345
F.2d 901 (4th Cir. 1965))
- Relevant factors:
› Has the business obtained all assets necessary to operate (e.g. required licenses, manufacturing
equipment, etc.)?
› Has the business put its assets into productive use (e.g., production has started)?
› Is the business producing income (e.g., has received revenue, entered into contracts, etc.)?
• Minority view - a trade or business may exist prior to functioning as a going concern when the
expenditures incurred are normal, recurring expenses and future operation is certain (see Blitzer v.
U.S., 684 F.2d 874 (D. CA. 1982) and U.S. v. Manor Care, Inc., 490 F.Supp. 355 (D. MD. 1980))
- IRS does not agree with the Blitzer/Manor Care standard (see TAM 9027002)
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Section 199A
deduction limitations
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Limitations
Wages, property, and SSTBs
• Two limitations may apply to the Section 199A deduction for taxpayers with taxable income over
$315,000 (married filing jointly) or $157,500 (all others)
- W-2 wages and unadjusted basis immediately after acquisition (UBIA) of qualified property
- Income from SSTBs
• Under the TI threshold, these limitations do not apply
• No limitations on REIT dividends or PTP income that are otherwise QBI
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Limitations--W-2 wages and UBIA of
qualified property
Taxable income thresholds
• At or below $315,000/$157,500 TI threshold, no limitation
• Above threshold but not more than $415,000/$207,500 TI, alternative calculation limits the section
199A deductible amount by a ‘reduction amount’
• Above $415,000/$207,500 TI, the Section 199A deductible amount (i.e., 20% of QBI) is limited to
the greater of:
- 50% of allocable share of W-2 wages or
- 25% of allocable share of W-2 wages plus 2.5% of the UBIA of qualified property
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Determining W-2 wages
• Rules follow former Treas. Reg. sec. 1.199-2 except must determine wages for each trade or business
• Employee = common law employee
• Three steps:
- Determine amount of wages--use one of three required methods in Notice 2018-64
- Allocate wages to the trade or business that generated the wages based on allocation of deductions
associated with wages
- Allocate wages to QBI based on how the associated wage expense is taken into account in
computing QBI
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Determining UBIA of qualified property
UBIA (unadjusted basis immediately after acquisition)
• Basis in qualified property determined under Section 1012 or other applicable sections of Chapter 1
(e.g., Section 362, 723, or 1014) on placed-in-service date
Qualified property
• Tangible property subject to depreciation under Section 167(a), held for use in the trade or business
at the close of the tax year
• Used in the production of QBI
• Depreciable period has not ended before the close of the tax year
• Depreciable period:
- Begins when property placed in service
- Ends on the later of (1) 10 years after the placed in service date, or (2) the last day of the last full
year of the recovery period
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Determining UBIA of qualified property
Qualified property does not include:
• Basis adjustments under Sections 734(b) and 743(b)
• Property:
- Acquired within 60 days of end of year
- Disposed of within 120 days without having been used in a trade or business at least 45 days
prior to disposition
Other operative rules
• Bonus depreciation does not affect the applicable recovery period
• Special rules apply for Section 1031, 1033, and 168(i)(7) transactions
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Limitations
SSTB (specified service trade or business)
• Services in fields such as health, accounting, law, performing arts, etc. (Sections 475(c)(2),
1202(e)(3)(A))
• Limitations
- At or below $315,000/$157,500 TI threshold, no limitation on income, W-2 wages, and UBIA of
qualified property of an SSTB in computing Section 199A deduction
- Above $415,000/$207,500 TI, no income, W-2 wages, or UBIA of qualified property of an
SSTB taken into account
- Above threshold but not more than$415,000/$207,500 TI, limitation on income, W-2 wages, and
UBIA of qualified property of an SSTB is ‘phased-in’ based on an ‘applicable percentage’
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Exception for de minimis specified services
Trade or business is NOT an SSTB if either:
• Gross receipts of $25 million or less for the taxable year and less than 10% of gross receipts of the
trade or business are attributable to the performance of specified services
• Gross receipts greater than $25 million for the taxable year and less than 5% of gross receipts of the
trade or business are attributable to the performance of specified services
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Services or property provided to commonlycontrolled SSTB
An SSTB includes any trade or business that provides 80% or more of its property or
services to an SSTB if there is 50% or more common ownership of the trade or
business and the SSTB
• If a trade or business provides less than 80% of its property or services to an SSTB, and there is
50% or more common ownership of the trade or business and the SSTB, then only the portion of the
trade or business providing property or services to the commonly-owned SSTB is treated as part of
an SSTB.
• 50% or more common ownership includes direct or indirect ownership by related parties within the
meaning of Sections 267(b) or 707(b).
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Services or property provided to commonlycontrolled SSTB
Example
• Facts: Law Firm is a partnership that provides legal services to clients, owns its own office building,
and employs its own administrative staff. Law Firm divides into three partnerships. Partnership 1
provides legal services to clients. Partnership 2 owns the office building and rents the entire building
to partnership 1. Partnership 3 employs the administrative staff and through a contract with
Partnership 1 provides administrative services to Partnership 1 in exchange for fees. All three of the
partnerships are owned by the same people.
• Because there is 50% or more common ownership of each of the three partnerships, Partnership 2
provides substantially all its property to Partnership 1, and Partnership 3 provides substantially all of
its services to Partnership 1, Partnerships 1, 2, and 3 are treated as one SSTB.
• Same result if Partnership 2 leased 20% of the building to an unrelated third party.
• But if Partnership 2 leased 25% of the building to an unrelated third party, then only 75% of
Partnership 2 would be an SSTB.
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Trade or business incidental to an SSTB
If a trade or business (not otherwise an SSTB) has (1) 50% or more common ownership
with an SSTB and (2) shared expenses with an SSTB (including shared wage or overhead
expenses), the trade or business is incidental to and, therefore, part of the SSTB if gross
receipts of the trade or business are less than 5% of the total combined gross receipts of
the trade or business and the SSTB.
Example
A, a dermatologist, owns and provides medical services to patients on a regular basis through
Dermatology LLC. Dermatology LLC also sells skin care products to A's patients. A uses the same
employees and office space for the medical services and sale of skin care products. The gross receipts
from skin care product sales do not exceed 5% of Dermatology LLC’s gross receipts. The sale of the skin
care products is incidental to A's SSTB of performing services in the field of health and is treated as part
of the SSTB.
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Limitations
SSTB (specified service trade or business)
Defined under Sections 1202(e)(3)(A) and 475(c)(2)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Health
Law
Accounting
Actuarial science
Performing arts
Consulting
Investment management
Trading
Partnership interests
Commodities

•
•
•
•
•
•

Dealing in securities
Leasing
Athletics
Financial services
Brokerage services
Trade or business the principal asset of
which is the reputation or skill of 1 or
more of its employees

Note: activities described in Section 1202(e)(3)(B) are not defined as SSTBs in the proposed regulations
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Allocating negative QBI
to trades or businesses
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Allocation
Multiple trades or businesses
• A taxpayer with multiple trades or businesses must calculate QBI for each trade or business and
then net the amounts
• Losses from trades or businesses with losses are netted against positive income from other trades
or businesses
• Wages/UBIA of qualified property of trades or business with losses are not combined with
wages/UBIA of qualified property from trades or businesses with income
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Allocation example
Netting
• For multiple trades or businesses not aggregated, offset negative QBI by positive QBI in proportion
to net positive QBI of each business with positive QBI
• If QBI from all trades or businesses less than zero, carry forward to next tax year as loss from a
qualified trade or business
• Wages are not allocated or carried forward
Example: Allocating losses among trades or businesses with income
S-Corp 1
QBI = $100K
Wages = $50K
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S-Corp 2
QBI = $200K
Wages = $0K

S-Corp 3
QBI = $(60K)
Wages = $50K

S-Corp 1
QBI = $80K
Wages = $50K

S-Corp 2
QBI = $160K
Wages = $0K

64

Aggregating trades or
businesses
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Aggregating trades or businesses
Aggregation rules
• May aggregate trades or businesses to apply W-2 wage/UBIA limitation
• Allowed if all of the following requirements are met:
- Same person or group of persons directly or indirectly owns 50% or more of each trade or
business (family attribution rules)
- Ownership exists for a majority of the tax year
- All items for each trade or business reported on returns with the same tax year, unless
short tax year
- No trades or business to be aggregated can be SSTBs
- Satisfy as least two of the following 3 factors:
› Provide products and services the same or customarily offered together
› Share facilities or share significant centralized business elements
› Operated in coordination with or reliance upon one or more businesses in the aggregated
group (e.g., supply chain interdependencies)
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Aggregating trades or businesses
Operating rules
• Aggregation applies to QBI, W-2 wages, and UBIA of qualified property
• Determine QBI, W-2 wages, and UBIA of qualified property for each trade or business, then combine
• May aggregate trades or businesses operated directly or through entities, each owner may aggregate differently
• Must apply aggregation consistently each tax year
• Report information about aggregated businesses with federal income tax return
Example: Aggregating trades or businesses (no qualified property)
S-Corp 1
QBI = $100K
Wages = $50K

S-Corp 2
QBI = $200K
Wages = $0K

S-Corp 3
QBI = $(60K)
Wages = $50K

Aggregated
QBI = $240K
Wages = $100K

Note: Compared to non-aggregation, the total wages, including the $50K of wages in S-Corp 3, are included in the
computation, resulting in a higher amount of W-2 wages that otherwise would limit the Section 199A deduction.
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Bonus depreciation
qualification requirements
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New rules for bonus depreciation
• On August 3, 2018, the Internal Revenue Service and the US Department of the Treasury released proposed
regulations on bonus depreciation under Section 168(k).
• Bonus amount increased to 100% for qualified property “placed in service” after September 27, 2017 and before
January 1, 2023 and available in lower percentages until January 1, 2027 (one year longer for LPPP and
certain aircraft)
• “Original use” begins with the taxpayer or taxpayer acquires used property complying with certain requirements
• Types of property
- Qualified film, television, and stage productions are now eligible
- Qualified improvement property is not eligible for property placed in service after December 31, 2017
- Regulated public utilities and floor plan financing are not eligible for tax years beginning after December 31, 2017
• “Original use” begins with the taxpayer or taxpayer acquires used property complying with certain requirements
• Rules for property in partnership transactions
• Eligibility of self constructed property
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“Qualified” property
Types of “qualified” property
• MACRS property with a recovery period of 20 years or less (qualified improvement property
discussed later)
• Computer software
• Water utility property
• A qualified film or television production as defined in Section 181(d), or a qualified live theatrical
production as defined in Section 181(e)
• A specified plant bearing fruits and nuts as defined in Section 168(k)(5)(B)
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“Qualified” property
Types of property not eligible
• Property subject to ADS
• Elective ADS does not disqualify property
• Primarily used in certain regulated public utility trades or businesses*
• Used in a trade or business that has had floor plan financing indebtedness if the floor plan financing
interest related to the indebtedness was taken into account under Section 163(j)(1)(C)*
*Property is not eligible for tax years beginning after December 31, 2017
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“Qualified” property
Qualified improvement property
• Eligible for tax years beginning prior to January 1, 2018
• Technical correction needed for property placed in service after December 31, 2017
- Impact of GOP Senate Finance Committee Letter to Treasury
• Focus on placed-in-service date for 2017.
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Partnership provisions – Executive summary
Partnership Transaction

Eligible for 168(k) expensing

Section 743(b) adjustments

Yes, subject to limitations

Section 734(b) adjustments

No

Section 732 adjustments

No

Section 704(c) remedial allocations

No

Section 704(b) depreciation

No

Section 168(i)(7) transactions in year originally
placed in service by transferor

Yes, considered original use

Rev. Rul. 99-5 transactions

Yes, for the purchaser only
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Self-constructed
property
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Self-constructed property
Pre-TCJA
• Historically, the written binding contract date determined whether property was self-constructed or
acquired property.
- However, the written binding contract date did not determine the acquisition date for selfconstructed property.
• Acquisition date was the date the taxpayer began construction.
• Construction began when either:
- Physical work of a significant nature began; or
- The taxpayer paid or incurred more than 10% of the cost of the property.
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Self-constructed property
TCJA
• Property is treated as acquired on the date that a written binding contract is entered into
for an acquisition.
- Proposed regulations apply this rule to self-constructed property.
- Accordingly, unlike Pre-TCJA law, the written binding contract date will determine the
acquisition date for self-constructed property.
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Self-constructed property
Takeaways
• Increased focus on whether a contract is binding
- Written binding contract generally retained the definition from Treas. Reg. §1.168(k)-1(b)(4)(ii),
which include:
› Enforceable under State law;
› Does not limit damages to a specified amount;
› Amounts and design specifications must be specified; and
› A letter of intent is not a binding contract (new rule added by Prop. Reg.).
• Component rules from Rev. Proc. 2011-26 were not included.
- IRS/Treasury considering similar guidance?
• Comment letters are due by October 9 on proposed regs.
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Self-constructed property
Example
On August 15, 2017, Company E entered into a written binding contract with Company F to
manufacture property for use in E's trade or business. F begins to manufacture the property on October
1, 2017. E places the property in service on March 1, 2018.
Pre-TCJA
The acquisition rule was met October 1, 2017, and thus would be eligible for 100% expensing.
Post-TCJA
The acquisition rule was met August 15, 2017, and thus would not be eligible for 100% expensing.
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Elections
Election retained
• Annual election out of bonus depreciation permitted on a class-by-class basis.
- Election applies to all property in such class placed in service during the tax year.
New election
• Election to claim 50-percent bonus depreciation in lieu of 100-percent bonus depreciation for
qualified property acquired after September 27, 2017, and placed in service during its taxable year
that includes September 28, 2017.
- Election applies to all qualified property placed in service during such period.
Timing and manner for making election
• Election must be made by the due date, including extensions, of the federal income tax return for the
year the qualified property is placed in service.
• Election must be made in the manner described in the instructions to Form 4562
“Depreciation and Amortization’
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Executive Compensation
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Executive compensation
• The 2017 tax reform act made significant changes to the $1 million tax deduction limitation for
publicly held corporations under section 162(m). The changes included repealing an exclusion for
qualified performance based compensation and for commissions and broadening the scope of the
deduction limitation.
• On August 21, 2018, the IRS issued Notice 2018-68, which provides initial guidance on the
application of section 162(m), as amended.
• Notice 2018-68 both broadens the group of possible covered employees subject to the deduction
limit and narrows the scope of transition relief.
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Executive compensation
• Amended definition of covered employee, cover rules by year
• Expansion of covered employee beyond individuals reported in the proxy
• Guidance on written binding contract and material modifications:
- State contract law may govern
- Compensation grandfathered
• Impact of Negative Discretion
• Contract renewals and changes that are not material modifications
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Interest expense
limitation
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Interest expense limitation
What’s the new law?
The Act:
• Limits deduction for business interest expense to the sum of:
Adjusted taxable income (ATI) * 30%
+ Business interest income
+ Floor Plan Financing Interest Expense
• ATI is similar to EBITDA for tax years beginning after December 31, 2017 and before
January 1, 2022
• ATI is similar to EBIT for tax years beginning after December 31, 2021
- computed without regard to deductions for depreciation, amortization, or depletion.
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Interest expense limitation
What’s the new law?
• Allows indefinite carryforward of disallowed interest deductions
• Exempts taxpayers with average gross receipts of $25 million or less for the three-year period ending
with the prior taxable year
• Provides that the limitation applies to both related-party and unrelated-party debt; it does not apply
to investment interest
• Excludes certain trades and businesses.
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Interest expense limitation
Additional detail:
• New section 163(j) does not indicate whether the limitation applies to the consolidated group as a
single taxpayer. Notice 2018-28 clarified that the Treasury Department and the IRS intend to issue
regulations providing that the limitation applies at the level of the consolidated group (follows
legislative history).
• Notice 2018-28 also clarified that:
- Disqualified interest carryforward under old section 163(j) can continue to be carried forward but
is subject to BEAT
- Excess limitation carryforward under old section 163(j) cannot be carried forward under “new”
section 163(j).
- C corps only have business interest income and expense (e.g., they do not have “investment”
interest income/expense).
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Interest expense limitation
Additional detail:
• Exemptions from new Section 163(j):
- (1) interest paid or accrued on floor plan financing interest (i.e., interest paid/accrued on
purchase of certain motor vehicles held for sale/lease)
- (2) certain small businesses with average gross receipts less than $25 million
- (3) investment interest
- (4) employee services businesses
- (5) certain regulated utilities, and
- (6) electing real property and farming businesses.
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Electing real property trade or business
• Electing real property trade or business means “any trade or business which is described in section
469(c)(7)(C) and which makes an election.” Section 163(j)(7)(B).
• Section 469(c)(7)(C), which defines real property trade or business. Companies that buy and sell real
estate, manage hotels, construct homes.
• Broad definition of real property holding company. It includes:
- Energy companies
- Mining contracts
- A retail business that owns buildings could be a real property holding company
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Interest expense limitation
Passthrough entities
At the partnership level:
• For partnerships and S corporations, Section 163(j) is applied at the passthrough level
• At the passthrough level: Any deduction for business interest is taken into account in
determining the non-separately stated income or loss of the entity
- The passthrough determines its ATI
- The passthrough’s interest limitation is equal to its business interest income plus 30% of its ATI
- The passthrough may deduct business interest against non-separately stated income
- Disallowed interest expense is retained at the S corporation while partnerships allocate disallowed
interest expense to its partners
- To the extent interest is not deductible at the partnership level, the carryforward
(‘excess business interest) is at the partner level.
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Interest expense limitation
Passthrough entities
At the partner level:
• A partner’s ATI “shall be determined without regard to such partner’s distributive share of any items
of income, gain, deduction, or loss of such partnership and shall be increased by such partner’s share
of such partnership’s excess taxable income.”
• A partner’s distributive share of excess taxable income (ETI) is equal to its share of non-separately
stated income
- Nonseparately stated income is the ‘ordinary business income or loss’ reflected on Form 1065 (US
Return of Partnership Income)
- The partner’s distributive share is reflected in Box 1 of Schedule K-1 (Form 1065)
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Tax Reform
Implementation –
Regulatory
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Key tax reform provisions that are permanent or
temporary/subject to sunset
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Timeline for proposed guidance
Key provision

Anticipated release date

Guidance under Section 199A (computational)

Released August 8, 2018

Bonus depreciation under Section 168(K)

Released August 3, 2018

Rules relating to Section 965 transition tax

Released August 1, 2018

Foreign tax credit guidance under new tax law

August 2018

Global intangible low-taxed income (GILTI)

Released September 13, 2018

Section 250 regulations on deductions for foreign derived
intangible income (FDII)

November 2018

Regulations related to recent modifications of Sections 951(b)
and 958(b)

December 2018

Guidance under Section 199A (anti-abuse)

December 2018

Guidance under Section 199A (definitions)

December 2018

Rules regarding business interest limitation under Section 163(j)

December 2018

Guidance under Section 163(j) applicable to pass-through entities

December 2018
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Proposed “Toll Charge”
Regulations
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Overview of proposed 965 regulations
• On August 1, 2018, Treasury and the IRS released 249-pages of proposed regulations under Section
965 (‘Proposed 965 Regulations’), which are divided into nine regulatory sections.
• Limited changes resulted from submitted comments.
• The Proposed 965 Regulations generally reflect the Notices and provide guidance relating to:
- E&P and basis adjustments
- Determining the allowable deduction
- Aggregate foreign cash position
- Foreign tax credits, and
- Rules related to affiliation and consolidation.
• The Proposed 965 Regulations also provide procedural guidance related to elections available to
taxpayers under Sections 965(h) (election to pay the net tax liability in installments), 965(m) (special
rule for REITs), and 965(n) (election to forgo the use of net operating losses).
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Placeholder for title
1. E&P and cash position computation
-

No further simplification provided for the calculation of E&P, cash position, and tax pools.

2. Disregarded transactions
-

Certain amounts paid or accrued between specified foreign corporations (SFC) between the E&P
measurement dates that would have reduced post-86 E&P are disregarded for purposes of
determining the post-1986 E&P of both SFCs as of the December 31, 2017 measurement date.
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Placeholder for title
3. Allocation of deficits (consolidated groups)
Prop. Reg. sec. 1.965-8(d)(2) provides that deficits will be allocated to a consolidated group by treating
the consolidated group as a single US shareholder.
4. & 5) FTCs & credibility of withholding taxes
No foreign tax credit is available under former Section 960(a)(3) or new Section 960(b) for ‘stranded’
Section 902 taxes resulting from the allocation of deficits.
A percentage of the withholding taxes on distributions of Section 965(a) and Section 965(b) previously
taxed income (PTI) is disallowed under Section 965(g). The disallowance rates depend on the US
shareholder’s aggregate foreign cash position and may vary between inclusion years.
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6) Deficit company basis election
• If a DFIC is allocated deficit from a deficit foreign corporation, the US shareholder may elect to
increase its Section 961 basis in the DFIC’s stock (or applicable property), with a corresponding
reduction in the Section 961 basis in the deficit foreign corporation’s stock (or applicable property),
equal to the amount of deficit allocated.
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Proposed “GILTI”
Regulations
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Overview of proposed 951A regulations
• On September 13, 2018, Treasury and the IRS released 157 pages of proposed regulations under
Sections 951, 951A, 1502, and 6038 (“Proposed 951A Regulations”).
• The Proposed 951A Regulations provide guidance relating to the determination of a U.S.
shareholder’s GILTI inclusion, including the methods for determining a CFC’s gross income and
deduction, determining a U.S. shareholder’s pro rata share of the relevant CFC attributes,
determining net deemed tangible income return and Qualified Business Asset Investment (QBAI),
and determining basis adjustments to CFC stock, as well as anti-abuse and consolidation rules.
• The Proposed 951A Regulations also provide procedural guidance related to the filing of new Form
8992 (U.S. shareholder calculation of GILTI).
• The Proposed 951A Regulations do not include rules relating to foreign tax credits (FTC’s), the
Section 250 deduction, or the interaction with Section 163(j), 245A, and 267A.
• The preamble notes that such rules will be addressed in future guidance and will include rules for
assigning the Section 78 gross-up attributable to Section 960(d) deemed paid foreign taxes to the
Section 904(d)(1)(A) separate category.
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Impact on
financial reporting
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SEC guidance - SAB 118
Coming to an end - Measurement period,
not to surpass one year from date of
enactment

•

Applies in situations where the accounting
under ASC Topic 740 is incomplete

•
•

Include a provisional amount to the extent
a reasonable estimate can be made

•
•

Consideration of revised “provisional”
amounts before a tax return is filed

•
•
•

PwC | Tax reform readiness

Disclosures
Qualitative disclosures of income tax effects for
which the accounting is incomplete
Items reported as provisional amounts
Current or deferred tax amounts for which the
income tax effects have not been completed
Reason why the initial accounting is incomplete
Additional information needed to be obtained,
prepared, or analyzed in order to complete
the accounting
Nature and amount of any measurement period
adjustments recognized during the reporting period
Effect of measurement period adjustments on the
effective tax rate
When the accounting for the income tax effects of the
Act has been completed
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Impact on financial reporting
General
financial
reporting
considerations

• Tax effects of changes in tax laws or rates should be recognized in the period in
which the law is enacted
• A holistic evaluation of how tax reform impacts deferred taxes including valuation
allowance assessments will be needed in the period of enactment
• Appropriate disclosures should be considered

Reduced
corporate
income tax rate

•
•
•
•

Net operating
losses
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Remeasure deferred taxes existing at the date of enactment
Record impact discretely in period of enactment
No ‘backwards tracing’
Unique considerations for non-calendar year entities

• ‘Naked credits’ may be available to support realization of NOLs with indefinite-life,
while tax planning strategies may not be
• A separate assessment of realizability may be required for NOLs with a finite-life
versus those with an indefinite-life
• 80% limitation on certain NOLs could impact realizability
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Recap – Understanding the impact on
financial reporting
Change to a
territorial
system

Base erosion
& other
international
provisions

Other
provisions
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• Record a tax liability for the ‘toll charge’ in the period of enactment
- Measurement of the liability = significant effort
• Consider impact to indefinite reinvestment assertion
• PwC In Depth September 13th - Accounting for outside basis differences in the wake of
US tax reform
• BEAT, FDII & GILTI
- All within the scope of ASC 740
- Do they impact the measurement of deferred taxes?
- Complicated assessment (PwC In Depth August 8th - Assessing the impact of GILTI
on realizabilty of NOLs & Sept 13th - Measuring GILTI Deferred Taxes)
- Accounting policy elections
• Consider the impact of new interest limitations
• Repeal of AMT regime with ability to claim refund for credits
- Release existing valuation allowance on AMT credits, sequestration
- Full expensing of certain expenditures
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FASB guidance – Past, present, and future
The following graphic identifies the FASB's recently released guidance, grouped into three categories —
those standards that are effective for calendar year-end PBEs in 2018, 2019, and 2020.
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State considerations
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State considerations
1. Considerable complexity with new provisions
-

Section 965

-

Full expensing - Depreciation

-

Section 163(j)

2. Tax reform readiness: State tax compliance considerations - Replay of Webcast on
July 25, 2018 is available
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Key State Section 965 Implications
IRC conformity – As of July 19, 2018
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Key state Section 965 considerations
Conforming states
• Timing of state
conformity (2017 vs
2018)
• US shareholder (Impact
of 965 Regulations and
affiliated vs Consolidated
(for certain provisions))
• 965(c)
- Recompute?
- Deductible for state?

Both conforming and
non-conforming states
• Fed/State composition of
group differences
• Impact of partnerships as
owners of CFCs

• APB 23
• Wisconsin and California
complexities

• Fed/state E&P and PTI
computational differences
• State DRD rules and
expense disallowance
• Utilization of tax
attributes

• Actual repatriation

• Apportionment impact

• Election to defer payment

• Implications – “Up the
Chain”  Domestic
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Non-conforming states
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Accounting
Update
A summary of hot topics
affecting accounting and
reporting

FASB priorities
Continuous improvement
• Monitor and assist in implementation
efforts for new standards
- Revenue
- Leases
- Credit losses
- Hedging
• Finalize the long-duration insurance

contract and disclosure framework
projects
• Progress on conceptual framework
• Future agenda

“...the FASB’s work to
reduce cost,
complexity, and
uncertainty “ain’t
over” after we issue a
standard…”
FASB Chairman,
Russ Golden

Standards effective in 2018*

*For calendar year-end public business entities

Looking ahead

Cloud Computing

Navigating the new landscape

Revenue from contracts
with customers

Revenue recognition overview
Issued May 2014
Impacts
• Final amendment issued in Q4 2016
• Guidance is now effective for most
public companies
• Standard is intended to be
principles-based
• Removes existing
industry-specific guidance
• Expanded qualitative and
quantitative disclosures
(annual and interim)

Achieve a single,
comprehensive revenue
recognition model
Core principle is that
revenue recognition depicts
transfer of control to
customer in an amount that
reflects consideration to
which an entity expects to
be entitled

How does it work
Five Key Steps
1: Identify the contract(s) with a customer

2: Identify the performance obligations in the contract

3: Determine the transaction price
4: Allocate the transaction price to the performance obligations in the
contract
5: Recognize revenue when (or as) the entity satisfies a performance
obligation

SEC comment letters on the new revenue standard
The staff has begun issuing comments on the new
revenue standard disclosures for companies that
adopted ASC 606 in Q1’18. However, a limited
population is publicly available.
Comments have addressed:
• Performance obligations
• Variable consideration
• Recognizing revenue
• Costs to obtain a contract
• Gross versus net presentation
• Inconsistencies

Annual disclosure requirements

Disaggregation of revenue
Contract balances and significant changes
Information about performance
obligations
Remaining performance obligations

Significant judgments

Costs to obtain or fulfill a contract

Practical expedients

Nonpublic companies
can exclude certain
disclosures
All disclosures
required in 10-Qs in
year of adoption

Navigating the new landscape

Hedging

Hedging (ASU 2017-12)
Issued August 2017
What you need to know
• Amends effectiveness testing
requirements, income statement
presentation and disclosures
• Permits additional risk
management strategies to qualify for
hedge accounting for both financial and
nonfinancial hedges
• Removes several provisions that had made
it difficult to apply hedge accounting
• Early adoption permitted in any interim
or annual period
• Effective date is January 1, 2019 for
calendar-year-end public business entities

Targeted improvements
to the hedge accounting
model

Permits more risk
management activities
to qualify for hedge
accounting and
simplifies the
administration of hedge
accounting

Hedge accounting – final guidance issued
More hedging strategies qualify; more hedges likely to be more effective
Do you hedge?
• Effectiveness testing and
documentation simplifications
affect many hedges
Do you hedge
commodity risk?
• Cash flow hedge of a
contractually-specified
component of a
nonfinancial item
- For example, if a contract to
purchase a nonfinancial
item specifies that the price
is based on an index, can
hedge variability in cash
flows due to that specific
index, as opposed to total
changes in cash flows

Do you hedge interest rate risk?
Fixed to variable (fair value hedges)
• Partial term hedging - measure the change in fair value of the
hedged item by assuming the hedged item has a term that
reflects only the designated cash flows being hedged (for
example, “impute” a maturity date in year 2 of a 5-year bond)
• Benchmark component of cash flows - can measure the change
in fair value of the hedged item based on the benchmark
interest rate component of the total contractual coupon
• Hedging callable debt - only consider the impact of the
benchmark interest rate in modelling the exercise of the
prepayment option for assessing effectiveness and measuring
changes in fair value of the benchmark interest rate
• Hedge the portion of prepayable assets in a closed portfolio not
expected to be prepaid (last of layer approach)
• SIFMA is a new benchmark interest rate
Variable to fixed (cash flow hedges)
• Designate the variability in any contractually-specified variable
index (i.e., remove benchmark interest rate concept)

Hedging - Other changes
Increased transparency for users, easier application for preparers
Effectiveness
• Can qualitatively assess hedge
effectiveness after an initial
quantitative test (in some
circumstances)
• Subsequent quantitative testing
required only if facts and
circumstances change
• Can return to qualitative
assessment after quantitative
assessment if certain criteria
are met
• Critical terms match (cash flow
hedging) - may assume the hedging
instrument matures at the same
time as a group of forecasted
transactions if both the derivative
maturity and forecasted
transactions occur within the same
31-day period or fiscal month
• Shortcut - if use of the shortcut
method was or is no longer
appropriate, may apply a
quantitative method documented
at inception (as opposed to no
hedge accounting)

Recognition/Presentation
Fair value hedges
• Recognize entire change in fair value of the derivative (including
ineffectiveness, but not excluded components if amortized) in
current earnings
• Present entire change in fair value of the derivative (including
ineffectiveness) in the same line item as the hedged item
Cash flow hedges
• Recognize entire change in fair value of the derivative (including
ineffectiveness) in OCI
• Present entire change in fair value of the derivative (including
ineffectiveness, but not missed forecasts) in the same line item
as the hedged item when hedged item impacts earnings
• Missed forecasts – no prescriptive guidance on presentation of
gain or loss on the derivative; should be presented with other
non-hedging derivative gains/losses
Net investment hedges
• Recognize entire change in fair value of the hedging instrument
in CTA (except for excluded components) and reclassify it to
earnings when foreign sub is sold or substantially liquidated
• Guidance does not prescribe how to present excluded
components in net investment hedges
Excluded components (all hedges)
• Recognize either (1) in OCI (CTA for net investment hedges) and
amortize to earnings over the life of the hedging instrument or
(2) at fair value through earnings; policy election should be
consistently applied to similar hedges
• Present excluded components for FV and CF hedges in same line
item as the hedged item

Documentation
Public companies, all financial
institutions, and public NFPs
• Document hedge relationship, including
methodology to assess hedge effectiveness,
concurrently with hedge inception
• By end of first quarter or when hedge
relationship ends, perform initial
quantitative effectiveness test
• Quarterly tests required (as today)
Private companies other than financial
institutions and private NFPs
• Document statement of intent (intent to
hedge, hedged item, hedging instrument)
concurrently with hedge inception
• May delay documentation of the
methodology to assess hedge effectiveness
and effectiveness tests until financial
statements are available to be issued
Effective date/Transition
• Early adoption permitted in any interim or
annual period
• Mandatory effective date is January 1, 2019
for calendar-year-end public companies;
one year later for private companies
• Transition is modified retrospective with
certain one-time elections available

Navigating the new landscape

Leases

Leases
Navigating the
Issued February 2016

new landscape

What you need to know
• Virtually all leases on balance sheet
• Renewal options will be included when a
significant economic incentive to exercise exists
• FASB and IASB diverged on lessee pattern
of income statement recognition
- FASB similar to today – operating
lease expense on a straight-line basis
- IASB all financing, therefore front
loaded expense
• Lessors in a sales-type or direct financing
lease derecognize the underlying asset
and recognize a lease receivable and
unguaranteed residual asset

Impacts
• Balance sheet will be grossed
up for lessees
• Financial metrics and debt
covenants may be impacted
• Leases may be embedded in
other contracts and will now
be on balance sheet
Looking forward
• Effective 2019 for calendar
year-end public business
entities (including interim
periods – Q1 2019)
• Effective CY 2020 for calendar
year-end non-public entities

Leasing SAB 74 disclosures - adoption impact
Current status of filings reviewed as of August 10, 2018

Two companies in
the S&P 500 have
early adopted - one
in the technology
sector and the
other in the
consumer markets
sector

22% of companies in
the S&P 500 have
indicated that they
are developing or
introducing new
software as a result
of the new leasing
standard

Optional transition method for leasing
Restate
comparative
periods:

Jan 1, 2017

Jan 1, 2018

Earliest period
presented (initial
application date)

Comparative Period*

Jan 1, 2019 Dec 31, 2019
Effective date

Comparative Period

Current Period

*Example using calendar year-end public company

OR
Jan 1, 2017

Do not
restate
comparative
periods:

Jan 1, 2018

Earliest period
presented

Comparative Period*

*Cumulative-effect adjustment to retained earnings

Jan 1, 2019 Dec 31, 2019
Effective date (initial
application date)

Comparative Period

Current Period

Lessor separation election
• Lessors can elect to NOT separate the lease and the related non-lease components if
the non-lease components otherwise could be accounted for under the new revenue
guidance (ASC 606), and
• Lessors would account for the combined component based on its predominant
characteristic
• Lessor can make this election if:
(1)the timing and pattern of transfer for the non-lease component and related lease
component(s) are the same, AND
(2)the stand-along lease component would be classified as an operating lease if
accounted for separately

Lease
income

Adoption Challenges
Lease Identification
Embedded leases - consider arrangements not typically thought of as
leases, including outsourced warehousing, data management, or supply
arrangements
Incremental Borrowing Rate (IBR)
Must reflect a fully collateralized obligation, over a term similar to the
lease, and in a similar economic environment
Payments
● Judgment about whether to include renewal periods and must
consider purchase and termination options
● Identifying fixed vs variable payments for inclusion in liability
calculation
● Allocation between lease and non-lease payments
Disclosures

Qualitative disclosures

Quantitative disclosures

Navigating the new landscape

Clarifying the
definition of a business

Clarifying the definition of a business
Issued January 2017
What you need to know
• A set now needs to have an input and a substantive
process that together significantly contribute to the
ability to create outputs to be a business.
• A new screen test – if substantially all of the fair
value of the gross assets acquired are concentrated in
a single asset or similar assets, the set is not a
business.

Narrows the
scope of
transactions
which will
qualify as a
business

• Definition of outputs narrowed to be consistent with
the new revenue standard.
Looking forward
• Effective 2018
• Early adoption allowed
• Prospective application

Navigating the new landscape

Simplifying the test for
goodwill impairment

Goodwill impairment simplification (ASU 2017-04)
Issued January 2017
What you need to know
• Eliminates Step 2 of the quantitative
impairment testing model
• Goodwill impairment is measured
by the excess of the carrying value of
a reporting unit over its fair value,
up to the carrying value of goodwill
in the reporting unit
• Same model is applied for all
reporting units, including
reporting units with negative or
zero carrying value

Impacts
• Intended to reduce cost and
complexity
• Eliminates Step 2 from the
goodwill impairment test

Looking forward
• Effective 2020
• Early adoption
beginning 2017
• Prospective transition

Navigating the new landscape

Statement of cash flows (Topic 230):
Classification of certain cash receipts
and payments, and restricted cash

Classification of certain cash receipts and cash
payments (ASU 2016-15)
Issued August 2016
Impacts
• Provides guidance for eight cash
flow issues
• Reduces diversity in practice
• Improves comparability of the
statement of cash flows across all
entities

Previous guidance either
was unclear or did not
include specific guidance
on the eight cash flow
classification issues
Consistent cash flow
classification and
presentation for eight
cash flow issues

What does it look like
Issue

Cash flow classification

1. Payments for debt prepayment or
extinguishment costs

Financing

2. Settlement of zero-coupon debt
instruments or other debt
instruments with insignificant
coupon rates in relation to the
effective rate

Operating – Accreted interest
Financing – Principal

3. Contingent consideration payments
made after a business combination

Investing – Paid soon after (approx. 90 days)
Financing – FV of initial liability
Operating – Excess amount

4. Proceeds from settlement of
insurance claims

Classify based on basis of the related
insurance coverage (i.e., nature of the
insured loss)

5. Proceeds from the settlement of
corporate-owned and bank-owned
life insurance policies

Investing – proceeds received
Operating and/or investing – premiums paid

What does it look like (continued)
Issue

Cash flow classification

6. Distributions received from equity
method investees

Accounting policy election:
1. Cumulative earnings approach -operating
up to cumulative equity method earnings,
excess as investing.
2. Nature of distribution –based on
investee’s activities which generated the
distribution

7. Beneficial interests in
securitization transactions

Noncash activity -Beneficial interests
obtained
Investing -Cash receipts from securitization
of trade receivables as investing

8. Predominance principle and
separately identifiable cash flows

Use judgment to determine separately
identifiable cash flows. Then apply
predominance principle when aspects of
more than one class of cash flows.

Restricted cash
Issued November 2016
Impact: The statement of cash flows will reconcile to the total of cash, cash
equivalents, restricted cash, and restricted cash equivalents. Transfers between cash
and restricted cash will not be presented separately, and only cash flows with third
parties will be presented.

Issue
ASU 2016-18
• Diversity in the presentation and
• Restricted cash will be presented
classification of changes in restricted
with cash and cash equivalents
cash on the statement of cash flows.
within the statement of cash flows.
• Entities will be required to reconcile
amounts on the balance sheet to the
Definition of restricted cash
statement of cash flows and disclose
the nature of restrictions.
Transfers between restricted and
unrestricted cash

Transfers directly to/from restricted cash

Navigating the new landscape

Cloud computing

Implementation costs in a cloud computing
arrangement that is a service contract
The final ASU included the following:
• Capitalize implementation costs of a hosting arrangement using the
guidance in Subtopic 350-40 on internal-use software.
• Capitalized implementation costs should be expensed over the term
of the hosting arrangement which includes periods covered by
renewal options that are reasonably certain to be exercised.
• Apply the impairment model in Subtopic 350-40. The unit of
accounting for abandonment is the asset related to a module of the
hosting arrangement.

Implementation costs in a cloud computing
arrangement that is a service contract (continued)
The final ASU included the following:
• Presentation:
-

This expense must be presented in the same income statement line
item as the fees associated with the hosting arrangement.

-

Capitalized implementation costs should be presented in the same
line item on the balance sheet as a prepayment of fees related to
the hosting arrangement.

-

Payments for capitalized implementation costs should be classified
in the same manner as payments for the hosting arrangement in
the statement of cash flows.

Implementation costs in a cloud computing
arrangement that is a service contract (continued)
The final ASU included the following:
• Disclose:
-

The nature of the entity’s hosting
arrangement.

-

Certain information required by
360-10 Property, Plant and
Equipment (e.g., quantitative
information about the amounts
capitalized, amortized and
impaired during the period, and
significant judgments made in
applying the guidance)

Implementation costs in a cloud computing
arrangement that is a service contract (continued)
The final ASU included the following:
• Transition
-

Choose between prospective and retrospective transition.

-

Prospective transition would be applied to any eligible costs
incurred after the adoption date.

• Effective Dates:
-

Public Business Entities: Fiscal years beginning after December 15,
2019 and interim periods within those fiscal years.

-

All Other Entities: Fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2020
and interim periods within fiscal years beginning after December
15, 2021

-

Early adoption is permitted

